
Emma Walters (Doc Ed Student)

Data Timeline
Co-framing employability: Doing transferable skills with media students (mobilising articulation through in-class scenarios)



Identified 
Problem?
How do I/ we go about framing or capturing 
what transferable skills students accrue and 
develop in the classroom and how can this 
be best evidenced and/ or articulated? 

Participant Profile: 11 x Level 3 Ext. 
Diploma Media Production (TV & Film) 
Students.



6 March 2015 - 25 May 2016  (including Phases 1 and 2)

In-class context: All participant data collection took place in our classroom.



6 March 2015

Pilot Data (Research the problem)
Pre-research session: methods identified by participants. Participants decided what method to use.



13 March 2015

Participant Produced Data (Pilot)
I was able to extract key words used, however self-selected methods made interpretation difficult…



13 March 2015

Participant MED3 (Pilot)
Definition and visual representation (pac-man) evident but not actual application/ articulation.



13 March 2015

Participant MED10 (Pilot)
Identification of self-development (signified via characters increasing in size) but application/ articulation not evident.



20 March 2015

Survey Monkey to rank transferable skills extracted (Pilot)
Built into a reflection session one week later enabling participants to have an additional opportunity to rethink skills identified the week before using a less abstract mode.
Enabled the collation of a ‘top 10’ list to be complied - as derived from the cohort of participants. This information was integrated into downloadable tracking document.



January-June 2016

Developing a collective plan of action to address problem
Pilot findings: Transferable Skills Tracker might enable of personalised reflections on where and how skills identified were applied on course.



16 November 2015 (PF) and 18 January 2016 (NW)

Interviews (x 2):  
Dr Pete Fraser (Media Educationalist) and  
Nicola Woodhouse (FE Employability Co-ordinator)

Rationale: to triangulate secondary sourced literature relating to the skills agenda in FE and ascertain external insights (outside of 
my own experiences) into the problematic - reducing a sense of researcher governance



January-March 2016

(PHASE 2 begins) Implementing a collective plan of action
MED11 example of how transferable skills tracker was used.



Focus Group (11 March 2016): 
Evaluate action/ re-examine 
problem posed

✤ Although participants found transferable skills tracker 
useful in helping them to reflect on the various skills 
accrued, it failed to evidence articulation and often 
contextual use was not clearly addressed (this additional 
need was also identified in ex-media student interviews 
which were taking place parallel to in-class research).

✤ Participants also felt the list was too long and needed 
reducing if they were to continue using it.

✤ Some felt tracking became a chore at times (I too was 
beginning to feel it was only adding to the surveillance 
strategies in place).



29 March 2016

Action: Survey Monkey to reduce list to ‘top 5’ results
This enabled a revised tracker to be further developed.



29 March 2016

Phase 2 Action : revised transferable skills tracker
Participants moved forward using new tracker.



April 2016

MED8 (working with reduced list)
Context lacked clarity and articulation not evidenced, therefore the process of using the tracking document came to represent more of a tool to support participation 
confidence(s) towards articulation.



18 May 2016

Action: 1-1 Audio Interviews
Opportunity for participants to articulate their transferable skills based on ‘key moments’ in production  (integrating ‘scenarios’ was an idea influenced by ex-media 
student interviews).



25 May 2016

Reflections in game format
MED9 self-devised ‘scenario’ example in preparation for playing ‘Guess Who?’ (in game format). Participants were asked to devise a scenario based on their experiences in 
production, identify transferable skills and list other sectors in which skills identified may be applicable.



25 May 2016

Action: Participant devised ‘scenarios’ were place in a hat…
In turn, all other participants had to select at random a scenario place in the hat and guess the solution to the problem identified. 
The participant who originally wrote the scenario would then reveal the actual solution and highlight two transferable skills embedded within his/ her given scenario. 
They would also identify/ reveal what other sectors or job roles those skills might apply to.



Reflection: Project 
Debrief/ End of Phase 2 
(25 May 2016)

✤ Evaluate/ assess efficacy: I asked students 
what they had learned about transferable 
skills and what I might do differently 
moving forward (collated using pink 
sticky notes as informal summative 
exercise). Summary of results to follow.

✤ To conclude the project I played ex-media 
student accounts (captured parallel with 
the project context between 26 Feb - 15 
April 2016) to reinforce additional 
participant reflexivity on retrospective 
media student accounts relating to 
transferable skills as used in the 
workplace: https://soundcloud.com/
user-263090974

https://soundcloud.com/user-263090974
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Participant Summative (Final Pink Sticky Notes) 

Participant  
 

What have you learnt? Regarding the research project, what could be improved? 

MED1 How to be aware of any transferable 
skills within a task. 
 

Look at different ages, and more discussions so people don’t 
have as much time to change ideas. 

MED2 How to use transferable skills and 
how to use them. 
 

Do another game based task. 

MED3 I have more transferable skills than I 
ever could have realised. 
 

Sometimes it felt like a chore filling in the sheets. 

MED4 What transferable skills are and how I 
need to use them in life. 
 

Create even more activities that will help them engage. 

MED5 I have learnt more transferable skills 
than I previously knew. I have also 
learnt how to apply them to my media 
work. 
 

Try a different type of game to get people more entertained. 

MED6 I have learnt how to identify 
transferable skills and how I can use 
these skills in different job roles. 
 

Instead of having certain skills written on the tracker, 
participants could identify the skills themselves. 

MED7 I learnt how to use my original skills 
and include learnt skills from my time 
on the course. 
 

Have individual sheets for each specific skill, enabling more 
information to be told. 
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MED2016 Data Derived from Participant-Devised Scenario Worksheets (Skills/ Sector) 

 

 

Participant Transferable Skills Identified/ Extracted From Scenario Identify Non-Media Sector/ Job Role, 
Explain Why Skills Identified Are 
Relevant 
 

MED1 Communication was used, as I had to get help with different formats 
that would show on his iPad. 
 
 
Organisation to sort out all the formats I have and haven’t used. 

Teacher – as they have to organise the 
classes work and communicate it to the 
class. 
 
Boss/ Team Leader – as they have to 
organise the team and communicate the 
work that needs/ has been done. 

MED2 Organisation 
 
Independence 

Stockbroker – work on his own to make 
sales, organise. 

MED3 Faking Interest 
 
Perseverance 

Banker 
 
Fast Food Worker 
 
Working with the public 

MED4 Communication 
 
Organisation 

My job as a Customer Assistant at 
Tesco requires communication when 
talking to and serving customers. You 
also need organisation to make sure the 
shift runs smoothly. 



25 April 2017

Participant word cloud summary.
Re-examine problem-posing strategies used taking into account findings and conclusions drawn. Suggest recommendations/ future actions.




